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AN OSTROWSKI TYPE INEQUALITY FOR




P CERONE SS DRAGOMIR AND J ROUMELIOTIS
Abstract An inequality of the Ostrowski type for twice dierentiable map
pings whose derivatives belong to L
p
a b p   and applications in Numerical
Integration are investigated
  Introduction
The following inequality is well known in the literature as Ostrowskis integral
inequality see for example  p 	






interior of I and let a b  I

with a  b If f
























































is the best possible
For a simple proof and some applications of Ostrowskis inequality to some
special means and some numerical quadrature rules we refer the reader to the
recent paper  by SS Dragomir and A Wang
In  the same authors considered another inequality of Ostrowski type for
kk
p
norm p   as follows
Theorem  Let f  I   R R be a dierentiable mapping on I

and
a b  I

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They also pointed out some applications of  in Numerical Integration
as well as for special means
In 	 GV Milovanovic and JE Pecaric proved a generalization of Os
trowski inequality for ntimes dierentiable mappings see for example  p
	
 The case of twice dierentiable mappings  p  is as follows
Theorem  Let f  a b R be a twice dierentiable mapping such that
f









tj   Then























































for all x  a b 
In this paper we point out an inequality of Ostrowski type for twice dier
entiable mappings which is in terms of the kk
p
norm of the second derivative
f

and apply it in Numerical Integration
 Some Integral Inequalities
The following inequality of Ostrowski type for mappings which are twice dier
entiable holds
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Proof Let us dene the mapping K    a b


 R given by


















if t  x b







































































































































































for all x  a b 
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and the rst inequality in  is proved The second inequality is obvious










for all x  a b 
The following particular case for euclidean norms is interesting
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x a  t
b a












































































































































































































































































































Finally using the inequality  we get the desired result 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Taking into account the fact that the mapping






has the property that
inf
xab
























obtaining the inequality 	 











































































Summing the above two inequalities using the triangle inequality and dividing
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Let I
n















 i    n   We have the following quadrature formula
Theorem  Let f  a b R be a twice dierentiable mapping on a b
whose second derivative f

 a b R belongs to L
p









































































and the remainder satises the estimation





























































 i    n  



















































































for all i  f  n g 
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Summing over i from  to n   using the generalized triangle inequality

































































































































































































and the rst inequality in  is proved



















for all i  f  n g 





















f t dt M f I
n
 R f I
n

and the remainder R f I
n
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which is in a certain sense the best estimation we can obtain from  


























































































we put in the above p  q  
We omit the details
Remark  The reader can obtain the corresponding quadrature formulae for
equidistant partitioning by choosing x
i
 a i 
ba
n
i    n  
Remark  If we consider equidistant partitioning of a b then the perturbed
trapezoid formula we considered above will involve the calculation for f

only at
the endpoints a and b  which is a good advantage for practical applications
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